
ACTION TAKEN REPORT 2022-23 

 BASED ON TEACHERS' FEEDBACK  

1. More plan fund was requested from the government for improving the infrastructure of 

library. 

 2. Similarly, the electronic appliances were subject to frequent repair due to power loss/ 

power cut for which enormous budget was supposed to be set apart every month. Hence, the 

Government is requested to accord sanction and allot fund for setting up of a transformer 

inside the college.  

3. As some of the subjects were reported to be beyond the comprehension capabilities of 

students, the Board of studies was requested through proper channel to restructure the 

syllabus. Otherwise it is also likely to impede the admission of students in these subjects. 

BASED ON STUDENTS' FEEDBACK  

1. As most of the students repeatedly made a pressing need for new courses at the college, 

requests, many a time, were sent to the University for starting new generation courses like 

BA Economics with Entrepreneurship, M.Sc Zoology and M.Sc Computer science. The 

affirmatory reply from the University subject to the accord of the government is awaiting.  

2. For easy access to drinking water for students, water filter has been installed at the college  

3. To make toilets hygienic, a toilet squad has been constituted. The Squad should inspect 

toilets once in a month and take corrective steps.  

4. For providing a lasting solution to the stray dog menace and canine attack inside the 

campus, request was put up to the Municipality for remedial action. The Municipal 

Chairperson had visited the college and assured that steps were being initiated to curb the 

menace.  

5. As post-graduation courses for all undergraduate courses might not be possible all on a 

sudden, the University was requested to provide special treatment to our college for starting 

courses like BA Economics with Entrepreneurship, M.Sc Zoology and M.Sc Computer science.  

6. The construction works of Indoor Stadium are being given finishing touches and both the 

students and the public could be given access to it after commissioning it at the earliest. 

7. The parking facility for students' vehicles have been arranged near the entrance gate of the 

college. 

 8. Students are being provided wi-fi facilities with the assistance of Kerala vision. 

BASED ON PARENTS' FEEDBACK  

1. Thrust is accorded to expedite and enforce extra-curricular activities among students in the 

college. Students are encouraged to participate vigorously in arts and sports.  



2. Steps are being initiated for constructing upstairs for ladies hostel subject to the availability 

of fund from the government. Every year, the Government is being requested for earmarking 

fund for ladies' hostel.  

3. A well-executed waste disposal mechanism is functioning in sync with Kodungallur 

Municipality as part of maintaining green protocol at the college. 

BASED ON ALUMNI FEEDBACK  

1. Request has already been put up to the University and Government for starting new 

generation courses in the college  

2. While the college is having ladies hostel waiting for commissioning, it has to be upgraded 

for accommodating more girl students.  

3. A new MOU was signed with the Kudumbasree under District Mission Co-Ordinator and 

rates were revised in the canteen of the college for providing meals at concessional rates to 

the economically weaker sections of students. Canteen committee assures that Canteen is 

both hygienic and hospitable. 


